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PULSE POSITION MODULATION KEY SIGNALING
SYSTEM

2
The general object of the invention is to accomplish
pulse position modulation in accordance with modulat
ing signals in a novel and expeditious manner.

A further object is to accomplish pulse position mod

The present invention relates to electrical wave 5 ulation in accordance with a modulating current repre
transmission for signaling purposes and more particu
senting the summation of a signal plus a key and effect

larly to communication with privacy.
A known form of telephone privacy first analyzes the
speech message waves into low frequency component

ing an accompanying reentry operation.
Further objects and features of the invention will ap
pear more fully from the following detailed description

currents in a plurality of separate paths or channels and

of the illustrative embodiment shown in the accompa

then enciphers each of these component currents by
means of a secret key. At the receiver, duplicate keys

nying drawings in which:

are used to decipher the received currents in the vari
ous channels to recover the low frequency component

ting system according to the invention;

currents and these currents are used to control the re

of in effecting reentry operation;

construction of the speech message waves. The method
of analysis and reconstruction is in accordance with the

receiving system according to the invention;

disclosure in US. Pat. to H. W. Dudley No. 2,151,091,
granted Mar. 21, 1939. This type of transmission sys
tem as disclosed by Dudley has come to be known as

FIG. 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of a transmit

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the principle made use
FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of one form of

FIG. 4 is a similar diagram of an alternative form of

receiving system according to the invention;
FIG. 5 is an explanatory diagram showing time rela

the Vocoder.
In the known secrecy system referred to, each of the

tions involved in the operation of the system of FIG. 4;
and
FIG. 6 is a timing chart showing the time relations of
component low frequency currents, having a fequency
range extending from zero to about 25 cycles per sec 25 different voltages or currents used in the system.
The principle of operation made use of in effecting
ond, is translated into a current of stepped form and is
reentry is illustrated by the simple diagram of FIG. 2, to
enciphered by adding to it a key current also of stepped
which reference is made. Two pulses are shown at P1
form, and the summation current is subjected to a reen
and P2 displaced from each other in time by the time
try process, by which is meant that whenever the sum
interval allotted to one channel. Assuming that we are
mation current exceeds the maximum signal current, a
concerned with channel 1, when the signal is zero the
fixed number of steps is subtracted such as always to
pulse P1 is transmitted at the beginning of the channel
bring the resultant current within the range of variation
time as indicated in the figure by the position of the
of the message current. To illustrate, if the total range
pulse P1 at the left edge of the portion measured off by
of the message by itself is zero to ?ve steps and the key
also varies from zero to five steps, then whenever the 35 the dotted lines marking the boundary times for chan
nel 1. If the signal had a value of step 1, both pulses
summation message plus key current is six steps or
would occupy positions one step to the right of the zero
greater, a reduction of six steps is made. Since the max
positions but since only pulse Pl occurs in the channel
imum value of the summation current is ten steps, the
time allotted to channel 1, this is the only one of the
maximum value of the resultant current after reentry is
four steps. The summation n currents, after reentry if
such occurs, are transmitted. It has been demonstrated
in connection with such prior known systems that if a
key is used which has a fortuitous or random type of

two pulses to be transmitted due to the action of the

channel gate. As signals of successively higher step
value are applied, this has the effect of moving both
pulses successively to the right in the figure. At step 5

pulse P, occupies a time position just inside the right
variation, the summation current of message plus key
including the reentered resultant where it occurs, also 45 hand margin of channel 1 time, while pulse P2 occupies
varies in fortuitous or random manner so that it is im

position 5’ just outside the left margin. On step 6, pulse

possible to recover the message from the line currents

Pl falls outside the channel time of channel 1 and is not

without knowledge of thekey. One instance of such
prior or known system is to be found in patent applica
tion of R. C. Mathes Ser. No. 412,054, ?led Sept. 24,
1941 and another instance is to be found in patent ap

plication of Lundstrom and Schimpf Ser. No. 456,322,
?led Aug. 27, 1942, by way of example.
In accordance with a general feature of the present 55

invention, the component low frequency currents in
the several vocoder channels are combined with key
currents as heretofore but are transmitted on a time di

transmitted but pulse P2 occupies position 0 within
channel 1 and is transmitted. Thus the same pulse posi
tion is transmitted for impressed steps of 6, 7, 8, 9 and
10 as for impressed steps of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respec
tively. This gives the same effect as subtracting six steps
from the impressed modulating current for all step val
ues in excess of five steps.

Referring to FIG. 1, speech currents from the trans
mitter 10 or other input line are applied to the speech
analyzer 11 which may be of the type shown in the

Dudley patent referred to and is provided with subdi
vision basis as displacements in time or phase ofa chan
viding
?lters, recti?ers and the like for obtaining in this
nel pulse from its zero or normal position in time with 60
case
eight
low frequency speech-de?ning currents in
respect to the limits of the time interval allotted to the
the eight channels indicated. One of these channels is a
particular channel. Applicant has devised a novel man
fundamental pitch channel as in the Dudley disclosure
ner of modulating the time position of the channel
for deriving a pitch-de?ning current, while the other
pulse which accomplishes the reentry step as an inci
seven channels are spectrum channels in which the low
dental accompaniment to the modulation, with the 65 frequency waves are derived as respective indices of
consequent elimination of reentry circuits and with the
the energy content in a different respective frequency
addition of but a small amount of equipment in the
band of the total speech range. It will be understood
modulating circuits.
that the number of vocoder channels used may differ in
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practice, the number eight being chosen for illustration

4

in this case.

devices broadly outlined, a great ?exibility of control is
provided such that pulses of any duration from a small

The maximum frequency component present in the
low frequency speech-de?ning currents is about 25 cy

fraction of a millisecond to approximately 20 millisec

cles per second as already noted. In the present system
these speech-defining currents are sampled ?fty times
per second by means of the steppers 12 of which one

amplitude may be generated by means of the elements
16, 17 and 18. The character of the pulses used can be

stepper is provided per channel. These steppers may be
constructed in accordance with the disclosure of the
Lundstrom and Schimpf application referred to, each

onds duration of either polarity and of any convenient

readily seen by reference to FIG. 6. The plate voltage
for the steppers 12 is shown at E1, while the grid voltage
is shown at e1. From insepection of these two voltage
curves, it is seen that the steppers 12 transmit pulses of

comprising five gas-filled tubes with interrupted supply

approximately 20 milliseconds duration with interrup

voltages for the grid and plate circuits such as to cause

tion times of a fraction of a millisecond between pulses.

the five tubes to be exposed simultaneously to the

The grids are held negative beyond the cut-off except

speech-defining current or signal once every 20 milli
when the voltage pulses e1 are applied and during these
seconds. The grids of the five tubes in any one stepper 15 small times the grids are thrown in the positive direc
are coupled to the common input circuit by means of
tion a suf?cient amount to permit the tubes of the step
potential dividing resistors or transformers so that the
pers to ?re provided a signal voltage equal to step 1 or

input signal voltage applied to each tube is made to
vary in definite steps. This results in different numbers

greater value is present in the circuit. The grid pulses :21
are applied immediately after the plate voltage of the

of tubes firing during an exposure period depending 20 steppers has been interrupted to allow the tubes to re
upon the strength of the input signal. For the weakest
store and has been reapplied.
signal none of the tubes fire, while for the strongest sig
Stepped key pulses are added to the stepped signal
nal all five tubes fire. The output currents from the

pulses in the output conductors 13 on the output side of
the steppers 12. These key pulses are obtained from a
output voltage in leads 13 varying in definite steps in 25 second set of eight steppers shown at 19 which receive
dependence upon the strength of the input signal.
their grid and plate supplies from the same sources that
The timing of the steppers 12 is determined from a
supply the steppers 12. The key waves are obtained
prime source of SO-cycle waves shown at 15. This may
from a phonograph record 20 on which the eight key
comprise, for example, a vacuum tube oscillator de
waves are recorded as modulations of different fre
signed to have a highly constant frequency in a manner
quency carrier waves. The manner of generating the
known in the art. An exciter 16 is driven from this 50
key waves themselves in order to secure random distri
cycle source and in turn controls a cathode impulser l7
bution of the amplitude values of the keys may be in ac
and a grid impulser 18. The cathode impulser supplies
cordance with the disclosure inthe Newby-Vaughan ap
tubes are combined in additive manner to produce an

interrupted negative voltage between ground and the

plication Ser. No. 456,356, ?led Aug. 27, 1942. The
cathodes of the stepper tubes, the plates of these tubes 35 different key channels reproduced from the record 20

being connected to ground through a common load
coupling resistor in the case of each stepper.

The exciter, cathode impulser and grid impulser are

are separated by means of the eight band ?lters 21 and
are individually detected at 22 to obtain varying direct
current signals which are applied to the steppers 19.

not disclosed in detail since these may be constructed

The combined message plus key pulses appearing in

in accordance with the detailed disclosure of the Lund 40 the leads 13 are each applied to a modulator circuit of
strom and Schimpf application referred to. In brief, the
the pulse position modulation type, one of these being
exciter 16 includes a pair of pentode tubes with differ
indicated in detail at 25 and the others being similar.
ent amounts of grid bias so that on the positive swing of
The modulator for channel 8 is shown by the box 26.
the 50-cycle wave the ?rst tube of the pair begins to
Referring to the modulator 25, this consists of a pair
transmit current before the second tube. The differ 45 of modulator elements in the form of impulse coils 29
ence between the times when the two tubes begin to
and 31 which may each be of the type shown in L. R.
transmit current may be readily controlled by propor
WrathallU.S. Pat. No. 2,117,752, May 17, 1938. Each
tioning the grid biases. When the second tube begins to
coil includes a saturable core and the applied waves are
transmit current its plate current flows through a resis
of such amplitude as to sweep through and well beyond
tor in the grid circuit of the ?rst tube cutting off the 50 the unsaturated region of the coil into the saturation
current flow in the ?rst tube. In this way a pulse is
region on each reversal of the applied waves. In this
transmitted through the ?rst tube and the length of the
way short, sharp pulses of output current are obtained
pulse can be accurately determined. The pulse trans
as described more fully in the Wrathall application.
mitted through the ?rst tube is used to determine the
The exciting current for producing the pulses in the two
length of voltage pulses produced by the cathode im 55 coils 29 and 31 is obtained from respective phases of a
pulser 17 and the grid impulser 18 each of which may
multiphase supply generally indicated by the rectangle
contain a regulated voltage supply including a voltage
29. The phase of the exciting wave for coil 29 will for
controlled interrupter such as a grid controlled tube.
convenience be referred to as phase 0, while that excit
The circuits can be arranged so that the utilization volt
ing the coil 31 will be referred to as phase 1. These dif
age has a duration proportional to the exciter pulse or 60 fer in phase by 36°, there being ten phases in the multi

that the utilization voltage ?ows for all of the 20-mil
lisecond period except for a time equal to the length of

produced by the coils 29 and 31 every 20 milliseconds

the exciter pulse. The polarity of the supply pulse may

When the SO-cycle exciting voltage swings upwardly

phase supply circuit 30. A pair of pulses is, therefore,

be either positive or negative. The exciter may contain

across the zero voltage axis and these pulses are sepa
more than one pair of tubes operating in the manner 65 rated in time by l/lO cycle or 2 milliseconds. (A sec

described with a phase shifter in the 50-cycle supply so

ond pair of pulses of opposite polarity are also pro

that the second pair of tubes is brought into operation

duced a half cycle later but these are not used, being
suppressed by an output gate circuit to be described

at a later time than the first pair. In short, by use of the
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later.) If there is no applied signal voltage in the chan
nels 13, the pair of pulses produced by the coils 29 and

cathode resistor 48 and to allow tube 47 to transmit
maximum current. The voltage transferred from the

31 appear as indicated in FIG. 2 immediately after the
SO-cycle exciting wave crosses the zero axis in a posi

screen grid 49 through coupling condenser 50 to the
control grid 51 of output stage 43 cuts off space current »

tive direction. Signal voltages in the leads 13, however,

?ow through tube 43, sending the potential of point 42

which are all of the same polarity, supply bias currents
to the windings of the coils 29 and 31 and result in dif
ferent amounts of time delay in the occurrence of the

transmission so that this tube will pass on to the output

highly positive. This conditions the gating tube 40 for

circuit whatever pulse voltage is applied to the input

pair of pulses, the amount of delay being directly pro

circuit of the tube. The duration of the positive pulse

portional to the amplitude of the input current. As the

on the screen grid 41 is determined by the time con

input representing the signal plus the key varies in steps

stant of the multivibrator circuit including capacitor 50
and associated resistors. This is adjusted to be just
slightly less than 2 milliseconds to insure that the gate
40 is closed just slightly before the end of the full 2-mil

from zero to a total of ten steps, the pair of pulses is dis
placed in time also in ten steps, as indicated in the dia
gram in FIG. 2. The line CC of FIG. 6 shows the times

at which the different phases in the output of the supply

lisecond period corresponding to phase 1. The other

30 cross the zero axis. The dotted line between phases
4 and 5 shows the point at which the zero phase wave
crosses the axis in the negative direction and there
would, of course, be a corresponding wave for each of

gates 40 are controlled in similar manner from phases 2
to 8, inclusive, to permit passage into the common out
put line 53 of one only of the two pulses produced in

the other phases.

each respective channel by its modulator. A bias bat
20 tery can be inserted in the lead from point 42 to grid 41

The ten-phase source 30 comprises a circuit resem
bling the Scott transformer circuit consisting of a first
transformer 32 having a multiwinding secondary and a
second transformer 33 also having a multiwinding sec

ondary. A two-phase SO-cycle current is supplied to the 25
primaries of these transformers with the aid of a 90°
shifter 34. The secondaries of the two transformers are
connected in pairs to outut transformers one of which
is shown at 35 comprising a primary winding and a pair

to aid in properly controlling gate 40 if found desirable
in any case. The operate times of the various gates are

indicated in FIG. 6 by the graphs TGl, TG2 and TG8 for
channels 1, 2 and 8, respectively.
In this way, as more fully described above in connec

tion with FIG. 2, the reentry operation is automatically
accomplished since no pulse in any channel is allowed
to be transmitted to the common lines 53 which has any

step valve greater than ?ve steps, step values in excess
of secondary windings. By properly connecting the sec 30 of ?ve steps being automatically translated to step val
ondaries of the transformers 32 and 33 are proportion
ues from zero to four. The pulses transmitted through

ing the number of turns, ?ve different phases equally

the gates 40 are spread out in time over the channel

rotated with respect to the prime source are obtained in
the ?ve transformers of which one is shown at 35. Each

times 1 to 8, inclusive, and they may be transmitted di
rectly over the line or channel 53 to the distant receiv

of the transformers 35 has one of its secondary wind 35 ing station or they may be used to modulate a radio or
ings reversed with respect to the other so that in this
carrier wave as desired. The total frequency band re
way ten phases are derived and connected, respec
quired to transmit these pulses need not in practice be
tively, to ten output terminals. The reason for providing
greater than the order of 2,500 to 3,000 cycles wide.
ten phases instead of only eight is to provide two extra
Referring to FIG. 3, the incoming line or channel
channel times corresponding to phases 9 and 0 which 40 from station 1 leads first to eight ampli?ers 60 each of
are not used for the transmission signals but are used to

which has its output connected to a circuit 61 for con

handle auxiliary switching problems.

verting from pulse position modulation to pulse length

In order to allow only that one of the two pulses P1 or
P2 of FIG. 2 to be used that falls within the channel in

modulation. Each of these circuits 61 also operates as a

nel l. The cathode of gate tube 40 receives a more or

to the drop in potential across common cathode resis

gate and each has applied to it a gating pulse corre
terval of channel 1, the gating tube 40 is provided in the 45 sponding to a different one of the eight channel times.
uppermost channel following the modulator 25 and a
The time of the currents and duration of these pulses
similar gate is provided in each of the other channels
are indicated by RG and channel subscript in FIG. 6, all
for a similar purpose. The gate 40 is shown as compris
receiver times in FIG. 6 being referred to the phases at
ing a pentode tube having its space grid 41 connected
the top of the ?gure as generated at the receiver.
to the point 42 at the plate circuit of a single trip multi
Referring to the converter circuit 61 for channel 1,
vibrator otuput tube 43, the normal voltage of point 42
this is similar to a multivibrator circuit in that it com
being too low to permit the tube 41 to transmit current
prises initial stage 62 and output stage 63 of which
except during the time interval corresponding to chan
stage 63 normally transmits saturation current and due

less steady positive bias from condenser-resistance 55 tor 64 holds the tube 62 cut off. The negative voltage
combination 14, sufficient to block transmission when
on the control grid of tube 62 obtained from the drop
the grid 41 has its minimum voltage from point 42.
of potential across resistor 64 is sufficiently great to
Phase 1 of multiphase source 30 is connected to an am

plitude limiter tube 45 and thence through a differenti

prevent received signal pulses from the line from caus
ing tube 62 to transmit current. This negative grid volt

ating circuit 46 to the control grid of the input stage 47 60 age may be supplemented where necessary by battery
of the single trip multivibrator. This multivibrator oper
59 in lead 65. In order to permit tube 62 to transmit
ates in the usual manner to maintain maximum current
flow through tube 43 while tube 47 is cut off except

current it is necessary to apply to it a gating pulse over
conductor 65 and, in addition, a received line pulse, the

when the high amplitude short input pulse is received

gating pulse 65 merely reducing the negative grid bias

from the differentiating circuit 46. This pulse is pro 65 sufficiently to permit the received line pulse to render
duced by the leading edge of the phase 1 current. This
the tube conducting. The gating pulses are derived
throws the control grid potential of tube 47 so far posi
from a prime source 15’ which is a duplicate of the 50
tive as to overcome the negative bias obtained from
-cycle generator 15 and generates standard fequency
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SO-current in close synchronism therewith. This leads
to a ten-phase source 30' which is a duplicate of source

30. Each of phases 1 to 8 leads to an amplitude limiter

45’ and single trip multivibrator similar to those shown
in FIG. I for producing a gating pulse which exactly co
incides in time with the channel times of the various re

ceived channels. These gating pulses, therefore,

8
The plate voltage E, is obtained from the cathode im
pulser 72 which is controlled, in turn, from exciter 73
fed from 50 -cycle voltage from source 15’. These ele‘
ments and the exciters and grid impulsers 71 for the re
spective channels may be constructed similarly to the
corresponding elements 16, 17 and 18 of FIG. 1 as
above described.

“open” the gates of the various channels in succession

A triode 75, normally biased beyond cut-off, has its

to admit the channel pulses to the converters 61.
When a pulse is received on the control grid of initial

plate circuit shunted across condenser 67 and has its

stage 62, the converter current ?ows in the plate circuit
of tube 62 immediately cutting off the normal current
?ow through tube 63 and applying a positive voltage to
the integrating circuit comprising series resistor 66 and

elements 76 and 77 connected to phase 2 of the source
30’ in such a way as to drive the grid positive during all
or part of channel time 2. The effect of this is to place
a low impedance discharge circuit across condenser 67
to discharge this condenser in readiness for use when
the next pulse is received in channel 1. Similarly, the
condenser 67 of each of the other channels is dis

shunt condenser 67. This condition of the two tubes 62
and 63 is maintained until the end of the channel or

gating pulse at which time the current in the tube 62 is
cut off by the cessation of the gating pulse. The effect

of this is to produce output pulses of varying length, the

grid connected to a pulse producing circuit comprising

charged in a triode in the next or some subsequent

channel time, tube 78 being indicated for channel 8

length depending upon the time of occurrence of the 20 and being rendered conductive during channel time 9. >
As a result of the application of pulses of different
ues during the time of the current ?ow through tube 62,
amplitude to the grid circuits of the steppers 70 plate or

input pulse. The charging of the condenser 67 contin

that is, during the time when the plate voltage of tube
output currents of stepped amplitude representing the
63 is maximum, and the condenser has its highest
received enciphered signals (inverted) appear in the
charge at the end of the gating time. The voltage across 25 output branches C, to C8. (In FIG. 6 these pulses are
the condenser 67 at the end of the gating period gives,
for convenience indicated as having the same ampli
therefore, a measure of the signal amplitude in the re
tude but they would, of course, vary in amplitude in
spective channel. Although an inverse relation exists
steps over the total range zero to ?ve steps.) Since the
between this voltage and the displacement which the
low frequency speech-de?ning currents or vocoder
pulse received in time from its zero position at the
channel currents were sampled in FIG. 1 by the step
transmitter, this still permits the signal to be properly
pers 12 simultaneously in all eight channels, it is desir
received. The charge on condenser 67 is impressed on
able in order to avoid phase distortion to reproduce all
the grid of coupling tube 69 which is a cathode follower
of these currents at the receiver at the same time. By
tube for coupling the condenser 67 to the input of the
comparison of the graphs C, and C8 of FIG. 6 it will be
stepper 70, there being one of these steppers per chan 35 noted that all eight channels have signals stored in them ‘
nel. Negative battery 68 is connected through a suit
and that these signals exist simultaneously throughout
ably high resistance to the plate of tube 63 to annul the
the major portion of phase 9 so that by sampling the
initial voltage that might otherwise place a charge on
currents existing in the circuits C, to C,, during phase 9
condenser 67 before the channel pulse in tube 62 be
the simultaneous reproduction of all of the signals can
40 be effected. This is done by use of the gating tubes 80.
gins.
In order that the stepper 70 shall respond only to the
The control grid of each gating tube 80 is connected to
maximum value of the voltage across condenser 67 the
the corresponding output conductor C, and is also con
exposure times of these steppers are controlled by a se
nected to the output of corresponding stepper 81 in the
ries of grid waves e,’ to es’ derived from exciter and
key producing circuit since that is the point of the cir
grid impulse circuits 71 which are, in turn, driven from 45 cuit at which the receiving key currents are introduced.
respective phases of the ten-phase source 30'. The time
These gating tubes are held beyond cutoff, however, by
relation between the voltages e,’ to es’ and the gat
a large negative voltage supplied to their screen grids
ing pulses may be seen from FIG. 6 where three of
obtained over conductor 82 from a suitable bias volt
these exposure voltages are indicated for channels 1, 2
age, such as the battery 83. This voltage is, however,
and 8 and where the gating pulses for channels 1 and 8 50 arranged to be overcome in phase 9 by the application
are indicated at RC, and R6,. The plate voltage pulses
to the common lead 82 of positive voltage from the sin
for the steppers 70 are of about 20 milliseconds dura
gle trip multivibrator circuit 85 energized from phase 9
tion and come on as indicated at E, of FIG. 6 just be

of the source 30'. All gating tubes 80 are, therefore,

rendered conductive during phase 9. the steppers 81
fore phase 0. These steppers 70 are, therefore, pre
pared so far as their plate supply is concerned for oper 55 are applying key currents during phase 9 to the gating
ation just prior to the opening of channel 1 gate and are
tubes 80 because of the fact their plate voltage E, is on
kept in this condition until after all eight gates have
at (and prior to) the beginning of phase 9 and remains
on until near the end of phase 9, while their grids re
been opened. The steppers, however, operate in suc
cession as determined by the timing of the e’ pulses as
ceive an exposure pulse e, prior to phase 0 over con
already indicated. This results in the ?ow of different
ductor 87 from the grid impulser 88. The key steppers
lengths of pulses in the output conductors C, to C8, the
81, therefore, send pulses of about 2 milliseconds dura
longest of these pulses being about 16 milliseconds as
tion to the control grids of gating tubes 80 and these
pulses occur simultaneously with the pulse existing in
shown at C, of FIG. 6, the shortest duration being
channel 8 (C,;). It will be understood that the key pulses
about 2 milliseconds as shown at C8 of FIG. 6. These
pulses are negative in sign since they are derived from 65 are obtained in the same manner as in FIG. 1 from a re
cord 20' which is an exact duplicate of the record 20
the plates of the stepper tubes, which are connected to
for enabling duplicate key currents to be supplied at
ground through a load coupling resistor, as disclosed in
the receiver. The key impulses are put into the system
the Lundstrom-Schimpf application.
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at the receiver in the same sign as those of the transmit

sented as Q’ + M or as Q’ + M — R, depending upon

ter but the message plus key pulses are reversed in sign
at the outputs of the steppers 70 as already noted. This

whether reentry has not occurred or has occurred.

These voltages are directly transmitted to point 96 in
the reentry output as already noted. When these posi
tive voltages are applied to the grid of phase reversing
tube 92 they cause opposite polarity voltage variations

is the effect, therefore, of substracting the key from the
message plus key and yielding the message currents
without the key. The message currents are, therefore,
recovered at the outputs of the gating tubes 80 except

in the plate circuit which are impressed on the grid 94
of the initial stage of the multivibrator 93. For received
voltage values in the higher range (Q’ + M) the volt
ages on the grid 94 are insufficiently positive to allow
tube 93 to become conducting but lower values of volt

as reentry may be necessary to reverse the process of

reentry which took place at the transmitter.
The reenty circuits are shown at 90. Each reentry cir

cuit comprises two parallel paths from its input to its
output, one of these paths leading through merely the
resistor 91 to junction point 96 while the other path
leads through a phase reversing amplifier 92 and a pair

age (corresponding to Q’ + M — R) drive the grid 94
sufficiently positive to operate circuit 93 to its abnor
mal state in which the output tube is cut off and a volt

of vacuum tubes in tandem shown at 93 which operate
as a multivibrator circuit in that the second stage tube

age +R is applied to the output circuit at point 96, giv
ing at this point a voltage Q’ + M in place of the value

is normally transmitting current while the ?rst stage

Q’ + M —- R. There is, therefore, a critical voltage range
between the minimum value of Q’ + M and the maxi

tube is not. When reentry is to occur the situation is re

versed in the two tubes causing a positive voltage of al
ways the same incremental value to be applied from the
plate circuit of the second stage tube throgugh the re
sistance network 95 to the point 96 to augment the

mum value of Q’ + M —— R, amounting to at least one

full step value, within which the bias existing on grid 94
must be set so that applied voltage corresponding to
one of these two voltages fails to cause tube 93 to con

voltage directly transmitted to the same point through
the path containing resistance 91. The battery 97 may

duct while that corresponding to the other value causes
25 full conduction. The constant value Q’ can be elimi
be used to balance out in the resistance network 95 re
nated by use of an opposing voltage source of suitable
sidual voltage which is applied to point 96 in the non
size shown as battery 97’. At the inputs of the steppers
reentry case.

The cathode voltage of tube 69 is always positive
toward ground and varies in steps, step 0 correspond

99, therefore, the message values have been fully re

covered and are of proper sign to operate the steppers.

The output steppers 99 receive short pulses from the
output side of the reentry circuits 90 of slightly less
output voltage from steppers 70 is negative, as already
than 2 milliseconds duration occrring in channel time
noted, and is also at its greatest numerical value for
9. It is desirable in the interest of receiving strong sig
step 0 and at its smallest numerical value for step 5.
nals to lengthen these pulses out to substantially the full
The key output from steppers 81 is also negative and
35 20 milliseconds time duration corresponding to the
adds to the negative output from steppers 70. The com
time elapsing between sampling periods at the transmit
bined received pulses and key pulses put on to the con
ter. These steppers 99 are, therefore, provided, al
trol grids of gating tubes 80 have a total range of varia
though
they could, of course, be omitted, if desired.
tion of ten steps and can be represented by a negative
They are supplied with plate voltage E2 from the exciter
constant, —Q, plus the received step value minus the 40
and plate impulser 100, this voltage lasting for 20 milli
key value, or denoting these latter by S and K, resec
seconds and coming on just before the beginning of
tively, the voltage at this point is
channel time 9. The grid exposures for these steppers
—Q+S—KwhereS=M+K
are governed by application to the grids of the voltage
when there is no reentry (M being the true message
ea. The 20-millisecond pulses occurring in the output
value) and S = M + K —— R where reentry has occurred
(R being the reentry value). For these two cases, we 45 sides of the steppers 99 are applied through low-pass
have
?lters 101 to the respective input channels of the
— Q + M + K — K
speech synthesizer 102 which may be constructed in
and
accordance with the disclosure of the Dudley patent
——Q+M+~K—R——K,
referred to. As fully explained in that patent, local
ing to the greatest value and step 5 to the smallest. The

30

respectively. In the ?rst or no-reentry case the message 50
sources of waves simulating voiced and unvoiced
speech sounds are provided and are controlled in ac
—Q, can be eliminated as presently indicated. For the
M is recovered as — Q + M from which the constant,

reentry case, however, it is necessary to add steps equal
to R in order to recover the signal.

cordance with the restored low frequency speech
de?ning waves transmitted through the low-pass ?lters

101 in such a way as to reconstruct the original speech
Since R is equal to size steps and the maximum num 55
message for transmission over the receiving telephone
ber of steps which either M or S can have is ?ve steps,
line or into the receiver instrument 103.
M — R considered by itself can be negative in value
Referring to the alternative type of receiver circuit
only when reentry has occurred at the transmitter, for
shown in FIG. 4, this differs from the FIG. 3 type of re

the minimum value which M alone can have is zero.

ceiver principally in the way in which the receiving key

When this is translated into the inverted polarity steps 60 is applied and in which reentry is performed. As the sig
that are applied to the control grid of gate 80, it means
nals come in from the line or channel they are allowed
that reentry is to occur only when the step value exist
to pass through the appropriate gates 110 of which
ing at this point (all steps negative at this point) is in the

there are eight, one gate per channel. These gates may
range, step 6 to step 10. These latter are the steps
be similar to the gates 80 of FIG. 3 but in this case they
which produce least voltage on the cathode of gate 65
are individually controlled from the output terminals of
tube 80.
eight single trip multivibrators 1 1 1 connected to phases
The voltage applied from the cathode of gate 80 to
1 to 8 of the supply 30’. Each gate is opened, therefore,
the reentry circuit is always positive and can be repre
for the duration of one channel time.
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When the channel pulse is received through gate 110

tor that neither the received line pulse alone nor the

it encounters two paths, one being the conductor 112

gating pulse from 135 alone will allow the initial stage

and series resistor 113 leading to junction point 114

tube to pass current. Both the gating pulse and one of

and theother including the delay multivibrator 115, dif
ferentiating circuit 116 and series resistor 117 leading
to junction point 114. The delay multivibrator 115 may
be similar to the single trip multivibrators previously

the line pulses are required before the output of the

described and it produces a rectangular current pulse
of exactly one channel duration. The leading edge of
this current pulse generates in the differentiating cir
cuit 116 a negative sharp pip of current which is
shunted off through the diode 120 and is prevented

from appearing at point 114. The trailing edge of the
rectangular pulse generates a positive pulse similar to
the received channel pulse but delayed by precisely one
channel time. Referring to the diagram, FIG. 5, the re
ceived channel pulse is indicated at b assumed to be in
channel 1, and this pulse as it appears at point 114 is
shown at c and again as the ?rst of the two pulses in line

d, the second of these two pulses being the delayed
pulse produced in the output of the delay multivibrator

converter 122 is affected. Condenser 67 can be pro
vided with a discharge tube as in FIG. 3 if necessary.

Referring to FIG. 5 again, it is seen, therefore, that the
length of the ?nal output pulse shown in line it is deter
mined by the difference in time between the received
line pulse (line d) that occurs within the gating period
and the end of the gating pulse (line g). If the key am
plitude is larger than the received line pulse so that the
delayed key pulse occurs after the lie pulse, then the
second or delayed line pulse is the one that is used. If

the delayed key pulse comes ahead of the received line
pulse, the ?rst of the two line pulses is the one used.
This particular method of reception gives an inverted
output message, zero message corresponding to maxi

mum length of output pulse and a ?ve-step message
corresponding to a zero output pulse. This is no impedi
ment to proper reception, however, since it can be

115. Both of these pulses are applied to the input of the

taken care of in any one of several ways. One way

pulse-position-to-pulse-length converter 112. The re

would be to reverse the signals at any point ahead of

ceiving key is also introduced into these converters 122
the point 114 of FIG. 4, for example, at the transmitter
after the key has been translated into a variably delayed 25 such as in the analyzer by substracting each low fre
pulse, in a manner now to be described.

The key is derived from record 20’ and is translated

quency component current from a constant value or in

the pulse position modulator by reversing phase and

into direct current pulses of ‘varying amplitude in the

adding bias. Another way is to reverse the signals after

output of steppers 81 in the same manner as in FIG. 3.

the point 114 as, for example, in the synthesize proper
or in the input channels of the synthesizer. Means for
carrying out the latter method will be described pres

These pulses are then applied to delay multivibrator
circuits 126 along with pulses derived from the multivi
brators 111 of the multiphase source. Considering the
key channel 1 apparatus, the leading edge of the rect
angular pulse of current from element 111 of phase 1 is

ently.
The integrating elements 66 and 67 operate as de
scribed in connection with FIG. 3 to develop voltages

differentiated in the circuit 124 so that a sharp positive 35 across condenser 67 which vary in amplitude in propor
tion to the length of the output pulses from the con
verter 122. The steppers 136 sample the condenser
voltage at the end of the gating pulse for the converters
maximum current through the common cathode resis
122 since at this time the charge has attained its maxi
tor 128. If it were not for the voltage impressed over
mum value and gives a true indication of the signal. At
lead 130 from the stepper 81, this circuit 126 would im
the end of the gating pulse (FIG. 5, line g) from multivi

pulse is applied to the grid of the initial stage 125 of the
two-stage circuit 126. This tube is normally without
current since the second stage 127 is normally passing

mediately interrupt current through tube 127 and send
a current pulse into the single trip multivibrator 135

brator 135 the trailing edge of the pulse is caused to
generate a sharp negative pulse which is reversed in
phase by means of the true 138 and triggers the exciter
through phase reversing tube 132. Lead 130, however,
applies varying amounts of negative bias voltage to the 45 and grid impulser 139. This applies a short positive
pulse of de?nite peak value to the grids of the stepper
grid of tube 127 depending upon the key value at the
136 of the corresponding channel. These stepper tubes
moment and it requires a proportionately longer time
already have plate voltage applied to them from the
for enough negative voltage to be transferred through
cathode impulser 140 as indicated by the E3 voltage in
the condenser 131 to cut off current ?ow in tube 127.
This has the effect of delaying the output pulse for a 50 FIG. 6. They are in readiness to be ?red, therefore,
whenever their grids are exposed by the positive pulse
de?nite number of steps after the start of the channel
from impulser 139. These steppers 136 produce output
time, corresponding to the step value of the key. This
pulses having amplitudes varying in steps in proportion
delayed pulse is sent into the multivibrator 135 which
to the speech component currents and lasting until the
produces an output current of rectangular wave form
and of precisely one channel time duration. The de 55 plate voltage 15;, is interrupted at the end of phase zero.

layed key pulse (arbitrarily chosen for illustration) is

verter 122 in the same way that the similar converters
61 of FIG. 3 are gated. That is, zero or nearly zero out

The latest time at which the stepper 136 of channel 8
will be called on to operate is ‘near the end of phase 9
so that the shortest output pulse in any of the steppers
will be at least approximately the length of one channel
‘time. The currents in the outputs of all of these steppers
136 are, therefore, taken off simultaneously at about
the middle of phase zero asa indicated by the voltage
pulses so’ of FIG. 6. This is obtained in FIG. 4 from im

put current is normally present in the output leading

pulser circuit 142 and is the grid exposure voltage used

shown in line fof FIG. 4. The pulse from circuit 111
marking the beginning of the channel time is shown in
line e and the long pulse of channel width produced by
circuit 135 is shown in line g. These long pulses are
used to gate the pulse-position to pulse-length con

through resistor 66 to condenser 67 since the second 65 on the output steppers 144 which are supplied with

stage tube is normally passing maximum steady cur
rent. The first stage tube is biased so far negative by
‘flow of this current through the common cathode resis

voltage E1 of FIG. 6 obtained in the same manner as in

FIG. 1. The output currents of the steppers 144 consist
of pulses of about 20 milliseconds duration varying in
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amplitude in steps and representing the signal compo
nent currents into which the original speech message
was analyzed. The phase reversing tubes 145 are in
serted between the output sideof steppers 136 and the

input side of steppers 144 since the stepper outputs are
assumed to consist of negative pulses whereas positive
pulses must be applied to their grids.
From the output sides of the steppers 144 the remain~
der of the system is the same as in FIG. 3, the construc

14
shift a plurality of said pulses completely across the
time allotted to one channel, and utilizing for transmis
sion only that one of said pulses which when so modu

lated falls within said allotted time.
3. In a secret signaling system, a combination pulse
position modulator and reentry circuit comprising
means to produce simultaneously a plurality of pulses
differing from one another in time of occurrence by the
time interval corresponding to one channel, means to

tion and operation except for the step of reversing the 10 simultaneously modulate in the same sense the pulse
signals. As previously noted, the signals appear at the
position of each of said pulses relative to a channel time
input of steppers 136 as the inverse of the original sig
in accordance with both a message component and a
nal since the condenser 67 receives a larger voltage for
key component in additive sense, the maximum value
a step 0 signal than for a step 5 signal. The message M
of the summation of said message and key components
is, therefore, recovered at this point as a voltage equal
being suf?cient to shift a plurality of said pulses com
to C’ —— M where C’ is some constant. The pulses in the

output of steppers 144 are negative in form and equal
to — C" + M so that the desired message M is recov

ered, by putting in a fixed positive voltage at 146 to

pletely across said channel time, a line, a gate located
between said modulating means and said line for allow
ing pulses to pass from said modulating means to said
line, and means to time the operation of said gate to

annul — C". On account of the interruption time of the

permit only pulses occurring within said channel time

space current in steppers 144 short spikes of current

to pass into said line.

flow for the order of a fraction of a millisecond be

4. In combination in a pulse position modulation sys
tem, a pair of pulse position modulator units, means to
supply a current variation to each unit at periodic times
erage direct current which can be annulled by use of a 25 to cause the production of a series of output pulses
suitably chosen counter-voltage. This can comprise a
from each unit, means causing the current variations
separate source or can be effectively introduced by
supplied to one unit to lag behind those supplied to the
changing by a small amount the voltage of source 146
other unit by a time equal to one channel period, means
from the value that is required to annul the constant
to supply to both units simultaneously a signal current
voltage — C". For example, source 146 is given a 30 and a key current in additive sense for varying the time
slightly smaller value as can be determined by trial in
of occurrence of said pulses relative to a channel time,

tween message pulses. When these pass through the
low-pass ?lters 101 they are integrated into a small av

any case.

said signal and key currents together when at their
maxima simultaneously, shifting the time of occurrence
of said pulses by an amount greater than, and ap
plished by developing two signal pulses spaced apart in 35 proaching twice, the period of said channel, a transmis
time by one channel width and variably gating these
sion line, and means inserted between said modulator
It will be noted from the description that FIG. 4 dis
penses with reentry circuits, the reentry being accom

pulses under control of the key in such a way as to sub

stract (numerically) the key from the enciphered signal
directly when reentry does not occur but to subtract

the‘key from a quantity six steps larger than the re

ceived enciphered and reentered signal.
The invention is not to be construed as limited to the
speci?c details disclosed nor to numerical or other

units and line for allowing only pulses occurring within
said channel period to pass into said line.
5. In a multiplex pulse position modulation system, a

plurality of input signal circuits, a plurality of pulse po
sition modulators for supplying modulated pulses in re
spective time division channels, a line for transmitting
the time position modulated pulses from said modula
tors, each pulse position modulator comprising a satu

quantities given, which are to be regarded as by way of
example, rather than as limiting. The scope of the in 45 rable core inductance, means to supply alternating cur
vention is defined in the claims, which follow.
rent waves of the same frequency but differing phase to
What is claimed is:
said inductances, of suf?cient amplitude to drive said
1. In a signaling system, a source of signal waves, a
inductances entirely through their unsaturated range
source of key waves, a transmission line or channel,
means to allot periodic time intervals on said line to the

while said waves are passing through only a small frac
tion of their total oscillation and are in the vicinity of
zero amplitude whereby very short sharp pulses are

transmission of signal indications thereover derived
from said signals, means to produce signal indications
generated in said inductances twice per cycle of said
for transmission and to encipher them comprising
waves, said waves differing from one another in phase
means to produce a pair of pulses of energy separated
by an amount corresponding to the time period of one
in time, and means to vary the absolute time positions 55 channel, means to apply signal currents to the respec
of said pulses together under the conjoint control of
tive modulator inductances to vary,~ in the case of each
said signal and key waves, one or the other of said two
modulator, the time of occurrence of said generated
pulses always occurring within said time interval and
pulses as a function of a signal amplitude, a gate in
the other always occurring outside said time interval,
serted between each modulator, and said line and tim
and means to transmit the former pulse over said line. 60 ing means for varying the transmission characteristics
2. In secret signaling, the method of effecting reentry
of each gate to permit a pulse to pass into said line from
in a pulse position modulating system comprising pro
a respective modulator only within the channel time al
ducing a plurality of pulses to be modulated, simulta
lotted to the respective modulator.
neously modulating the time position of each of said
6. ln secret signaling by pulse position modulated
pulses relative to a channel time in accordance with 65 waves in which the pulse position is modulated in ac
both a message component and a key component in ad
cordance with summation signal and key currents and
ditive sense, the maximum value of the summation of
reentered, the method of receiving, deciphering and

said message and key components being suf?cient to

reentering to recover the signal comprising receiving
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the modulated pulse, producing therefrom a second

and deriving as the recovered signal '1 measure of the
difference in time of occurrence between said last pulse

pulse occurring exactly one channel period later than
the received pulse, deriving a duplicate key current at

the receiver, producing a pulse, position-modulating
said last pulse in accordance with said duplicate key‘

and said second pulse.
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